Mr. Speaker and Members of the House:

The Committee on Rules has fixed the calendar for this 40th Legislative Day as enumerated below:

DEBATE CALENDAR

Pursuant to Rule 33.3, debate shall be limited to one hour on all legislation on today's calendars. Time to be allocated at the discretion of the Speaker.

Modified Open Rule

HR 48  Georgia's coastal tourism and fisheries; support (NR&E-Gilliard-162nd) (Rules Committee Substitute LC 39 2396S)

Modified Structured Rule

SB 15  "Keeping Georgia's Schools Safe Act" (Substitute)(Ed-Jasperse-11th) Albers-56th (Rules Committee Substitute LC 41 2042S)

SB 162  Local Government; disaster mitigation improvements and broadband services infrastructure; downtown development authorities; provide (Substitute)(EU&T-Fleming-121st) Brass-28th

SB 171  Courts, Primaries and Elections, and Ad Valorem Taxation; compensation of various local government officials; modify (Substitute) (GAff-Knight-130th) Wilkinson-50th (Rules Committee Substitute LC 45 0326ERS)

SB 190  Child Custody Intrastate Jurisdiction Act; party may bring a counterclaim for contempt in response to a complaint seeking a change of legal or physical custody; provide (Substitute)(JuvJ-Dubnik-29th) Kennedy-18th (Rules Committee Substitute LC 48 0135S)

SB 200  Georgia Department of Transportation; procedure for appealing the rejection of a contract bid; require (Trans-Smith-133rd) Gooch-51st (Rules Committee Substitute LC 39 2400S)

Bills and Resolutions on this calendar may be called in any order the Speaker desires.

Respectfully submitted,

POWELL OF THE 171st, CHAIRMAN